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Random Event Tables

Stage 2 Tables

Stage 2 – Core Government Random Event Table

Roll
1d10

Result

1
Eclipse Syndicate Retribution: Whatever your parents were into it brought the Syndicate down on 
them and a whole city block. You barely survived. 
(Revenge, Wealthy -4, choose one: Missing Hand or Missing Foot)

2
Gangs. You fell in with one of the many gangs the run rampant in the core.
(Greedy, Impulsive, Wealthy -1)

3
Growing up in one of the premier industrial families your education was wide and varied.
(Skillful 2, Wealthy +5)

4 - 7
You had a perfectly normal childhood. 
(Wealthy +5)

8 Roll on the table for your specific Core government

9
You grew up working in your parents' shop. It was a hard life but uneventful 
(Wealthy +5, Skillful 1)

10
You have never had to work. Your family has a considerable fortune that took centuries to build. 
(Enemy 1, Wealthy +7)

Core Government Table – Council of Elders 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1
Hunted: Your mother worked for one of the prominent psionic families. She found something out 
that forced your family under the grid. (Secretive, Wealthy +5) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

10 You are part of one of the powerful psionic families. (Psionicist, Welathy 2) 

Core Government Table – Dominance of Mer 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1
Hunted: Your Father claimed to know the secret of the moons. Forced under the grid and running 
form the authorities your life was one of secrecy and mistrust. (Secretive, Wealthy -1) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 
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Core Government Table – Dominance of Mer 

Roll 1d10 Result 

10
As one of the lucky few you went from the orphanage to the austere halls of the Mer Ty. (Loyalty, 
Religious Conviction, Wealthy +6) 

Core Government Table – Hegemony of Nel 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1 
The destruction of Jumal was not just an act of war! Digging around the data nets you uncovered the
truth. (Curiosity, Secretive, Wealthy +5) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

10
For some reason the retrovirus drugs didn't help cure your hemophilia as a child. As such you 
require regular injections of clotting factor. (Hemophilia, Wealthy +5) 

Core Government Table – Lilanite Federation 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1
Lilanite only. If not a lilanite then re-roll: The transfer to you final body had unforeseen 
complications. (Compulsive, Obsessive, Wealthy -2) 

2
Lost it all: Due to bad advice and bad decisions your parents lost their wealth and business. (Wealthy
-4, Skillful 1) 

3 - 8 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

9
Growing up in the Lilanite Federation gave you access to advanced medical techniques. Some with 
benefits far beyond what was expected. 
(Greater Reflexes, Wealthy +5) 

10
Lilanite only! If not a lilanite then re-roll: Your final form had some unforeseen advantages. (Double
Jointed, Greater Reflexes, Wealthy1) 

Core Government Table – Parliament of Clans 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1
Was it a misunderstanding or intentional? Regardless murder of a clan official caries a heavy price. 
Some how you managed to escaped your imprisonment. You have been exiled from your clan. (You 
have no clan name, Enemy 3, Secretive, Wealthy -2) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

10 Showing exceptional psionic ability you join the Grüs Toa. (Psionicist, Wealthy1) 
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Core Government Table – Reltoan Imperium 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1

You know the secret that most Reltoans hold dear. However one night after too much to drink you 
began to tell a story of the lost race to some non-Reltoan friends of yours. Now you are being chased
by mysterious agents who seem to want to do more than question you (Enemy 3, Secretive, Wealthy 
-1) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

10
Growing up as a member of the Reltoan royalty meant that all those around you looked up to you 
and adored you. But a life of ease also had it's detrimental effects. (Addiction, Charming, Wealthy 
+8) 

Core Government Table – Solar Alliance 

Roll
1d10

Result 

1
When your mother still worked for Open Mind Limited she discovered one of their deepest held 
secrets; Open Mind created Wright's disease! Your family has been on the  run since. Shortly before 
your mother's death she entrusted you with this secret. (Enemy 3, Secretive, Wealthy -2) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

10
Your lineage can be traced back 200 years to Marissa Zol, the developer of the human  grav drive. 
As such your family is on of the Solar Alliance's elite.  (Wealthy +8)
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Menkath Random Event Table

Roll
1d10

Result

1

They took you from your parents and forced you to do things beyond your limits.  You hate them You
thought daily about revenge. When the day came you made sure you were in the hanger on a 
fictitious assignment. The shuttle came in, the explosion went off and you took the shuttle and 
escaped. (AWOL: May choose any path except Reltoan Imperial Forces Basic Training, Reltoan 
Imperial Forces Tour of Duty or Reltoan Imperial Guard, Enemy 4, Wealthy -1, Wanted: Reltoan 
Imperium 4)

2

The Menkath was your family; your father and mother. So when the opportunity came up for some 
special training you took it. The training was intense and the drugs were worse. One day in the 
training hall you mind turn on with a pop. Suddenly all the stuff in the room was flying about and 
you could hear everyone's thoughts. Then blinding pain followed by weeks in the infirmary. 
(Headaches: Migraine, Mind -5, Poor)

3

The screams. You all talked about them in hushed voices. The quiet screams that seamed to come 
from the walls as you slept. One night, while in your early twenties, you woke during the middle of 
the night to find your roommate Padios gone. Concerned you dressed and went looking for him. The 
screams led you to what you thought was an unused basement. Inside you found Padios and others 
hooked up to some kind of machine. Electrodes on their skulls were arcing with some kind of energy.
You called out Padios' name but he was unresponsive. You ran. You ran far away. ( AWOL: May 
choose any path except Reltoan Imperial Forces Basic Training, Reltoan Imperial Forces Tour of 
Duty or Reltoan Imperial Guard, Enemy 4, Wealthy -1, Regret, Wanted: Reltoan Imperium 4)

4 – 7
At first you missed your parents but the Instructors at the Menkath were always nice and caring. The 
students were in the same situation as you so camaraderie came easy. At the end of your 25 years you
had learned a lot and were eager to see the world out side the halls of the Menkath. (Skillful 1)

8
Gifted. That is what they always called you. You have been in the Menkath since your birth so these 
walls are your home and these people are your family. You have excelled in all of your studies 
especially your psionnics skills tests. (Talented: Psionics)

9
You had raw talent but always had to work on the finesse. You always had the power to perform well 
once you learned a particular psionic skill but you still had the same difficulty in learning new 
psionic skills as your fellow students. (Mind +5)

10
You psionic talent was unprecedented. You were always the top of the students and even performed 
better than some of the instructors. You were given special training to make sure that your talents 
were exercised to their fullest. (Mind +5, Talented: Psionics)
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Iulyantia Random Event Table

Roll
1d10

Result

1

You are a non-believer and a renegade. Finally your chance to escape came. You struck quickly 
trying to take the small space craft and knocked out everyone around. But as you were about to board
the craft and take off for freedom you felt your body fly backwards out of your control. 
(Headaches:Medium, Wealthy -3, Prison: add  5 years, Ruined Limb: Leg)

2

Your psionic ability always seemed to weaker than your fellow Iulynti and Elders. Desperate to 
become “normal” or better you began experimenting with a drug called Nova. At first there seemed 
to be no difference except a slight sense of euphoria. Then the world exploded into thought and 
sound. The next thing you remember is a padded room, restraints and a team of medical and legal 
professionals informing you that after taking the drug you went on a mindless rage and started killing
your fellow Iulynti. (Mind -5, Prison: add 5 years, Wealthy -3, Regret)

3

As part of Iulyntia training all students are taught to defend themselves barehanded and with the 
traditional Quextil longsword. Being evenly matched in sword skill,you and you're friend Karlisa 
decided to practice late one night by sparing against one another. A split second lapse was all it took 
for Karlisa to land a strike. The pain was intense. Karlisa's scream and pleading apologies rang in 
your ear. (Missing Hand, Wealthy -2)

4 - 7
Your time at the Iul was full of challenges and trials that helped to make you who you are today. 
(Wealthy -2)

8
You were at the top of your class in psionic skills. Learning new psionic skills just came very 
naturally to you and it took you less time to become proficient than most students. (Wealthy -2, 
Talented: Psionics)

9
The raw power of your psionic ability was near that of an Elder. While you still took time to learn 
new skills, once you mastered them no one could best you. (Mind +5, Wealthy -1)

10
Your psionic talent was unprecedented. Even the elders took notice of you at a very young age. In 
addition to the normal studies the Elders themselves made sure to give you additional training so that 
you would be able to handle the power of your talent. (Mind +5, Wealthy -1, Talented: Psionics)

Fringe World Random Event Table

Roll 1d10 Results

1
Bad accident. No one ever said life in the Fringe was easy. Even normal, daily or mundane activities 
can have horrible consequences. (Wealthy -4, Choose Missing Arm or Missing Leg)

2
Raiders attacked and in a valiant effort to defend others your parents were killed. (Revenge, Wealthy 
-1)

3
Your mother died in child birth and your father was some anonymous donor. Those around you care 
of you, fed you and educated you. (Wealthy -1)

4 - 7 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5)

8 Roll on the table for your specific Fringe world type.

9
You lost your parents when you were still very young. To compensate those around you took an 
interest in your well being and education. (Wealthy +5, Choose One: Talented: Drive , Talented: Fast
Talker , Talented: Gunslinger , or Talented: Repair)
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Fringe World Random Event Table

Roll 1d10 Results

10
You never knew your father but that was okay because you had your mom. She made sure you never
wanted for anything. (Wealthy +6)

Fringe World Table – Abandon World 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1
Sickness. An unknown illness haunted most of your childhood. As puberty set in the illness seemed 
to go away but it did leave its mark. 
(Wealthy -4, choose one: Lesser Senses: Hearing 2 or Lesser Senses: Vision 2) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

10
Struck it rich! Your family finds a large vein of a valuable mineral barely beneath the surface.. With 
left over equipment and a space ship held together with tape and wire you were able to reach another
world and trade it in for material wealth. (Wealthy +8)

Fringe World Table – Agriculture Colony 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1
Harvesting Accident. While in the field bringing in the harvest the automated harvester 
malfunctioned and put your mother in danger. Heroically you saved your mother but not without 
damage to yourself. (Fearless 2, Wealthy +5, Choose one: Missing Arm or Missing Leg) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

10
Your Mother developed a new form of grain that grows quickly in almost any climate and requires 
very little water. It is the new wonder crop. (Wealthy +8)

Fringe World Table – Frontier World 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1

During one particularly nasty winter and epidemic broke out. Your family was one desperately 
rushed from village to village and town to town delivering what help you could. Many were saved 
but many more were lost. You will always have a personal memento of that dreadful winter. 
(Dedicated: Helping the Helpless, Wealthy -1, Choose one: Missing Hand or Missing Foot) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

10
Wonder kid is what they call you. No matter the piece of technology, computers to starships, you 
had a knack for understanding it. You used this knack to help keep you family well fed. 
(Wealthy +7, Choose One: Talented: Computers, Talented: Pilot or Talented:Repair)
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Fringe World Table – Manufacturing Colony 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1

Your parents worked in system on their own ship as ore prospectors. When they found a 
particularly rich source their ship was claim jumped. The hull was breached and the ship began 
loosing precious air. Working quickly you managed to get your unconscious parents into a secure 
hold and in their suits. You also managed to get the ship moving and activate the emergency 
beacon. Unfortunately you did not get your suit on in time. 
(Attention Deficit Disorder, Headaches: Migraine, Wealthy -1) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

10
Your parents were in system ore prospectors. The only got a small percentage of any find but that 
big find two years ago meant they could retire. (Wealthy +8)

Fringe World Table – Research Station 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1

All you remember is being shoved in a small escape craft by your parents and the screaming. The 
blood curdling screaming. Your parents hurriedly told you they loved you and to go far away and to 
keep the data wafer they gave you safe. Tears and screams then weeks of silence in the small craft 
while you drifted to safety.
(Regret, Wealthy -2, Secretive: Parent's Research) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

10
You were unusually interested in your parents research and all the things that went on at the 
research station. Being barred from certain areas never seemed to stop you from sated your 
curiosity. (Curiosity, Stealth, Wealthy +5)

Fringe World Table – Ship Born 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1

No one knows who they were. They were not one of the known races. Their attack was swift and 
brutal. You tried to defend your home but failed. Your ship, your home is gone. So are your parents 
and best friend. It was you and a dozen survivors who floated in a small craft for weeks until you 
reached safety. (Revenge, Wealthy -3, Choose One: Missing Foot or Missing Hand) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

10

So many places you saw. So many people and races you met as your home, your ship traveled from 
system to system trading. Mother was the one of the flight offices and father was the head engineer 
so you never wanted for education or excitement and your adventures taught you to be quick. 
(Agility +5, Skillful 1, Wealthy +5)
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Fringe World Table – Station Born 

Roll 1d10 Result 

1

Your parents fell on hard times and could no longer pay their bills. After being evicted from your 
berth on the station your family drifted to the under belly with the homeless. Then one day some 
strangers came along looking to make an offer to struggling parents. 50,000 syntul for each child. 
Your mom and dad seemed to have no other choice. The strangers were slavers looking for new 
product. Eventually you managed to escape your captors and back to civilization. It only cost the 
use of one of your limbs. 
(Revenge, Wealthy -3, Choose One: Ruined Limb: Arm or Ruined Limb: Leg) 

2 - 9 You had a perfectly normal childhood. (Wealthy +5) 

10

Your were never sure what mom and dad did but they ran some sort of shop. You were never 
allowed in and from what you saw the place was loud, dark and full beings who must have forgot 
their clothes at home. Whatever your parents did they made sure that you never wanted for 
anything. (Wealthy +7) 
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Stage 3 and 4 Tables

Academy Random Event Table 

Roll
1d10

Result 

1

Will your luck ever change? During a routine training mission a loud bang echoed through the ship. 
Over the sound of hissing air there was a mad dash to seal off the bulk heads and get into space suits. 
Through the carnage and confusion you realized some of your fellow cadets were missing. You made a 
daring rescue and got the missing cadets on the safe side of the bulk head but not all of you made it. 
(Missing Leg, Choose One: Cloned Limb, Cybernetic Limb or Honorable Discharge: may choose any 
node from the next Stage.) 

2

During your time at the academy you saw no harm in padding you pockets with a little extra currency. 
At first it was just contraband for students. Then some new  friends wanted you to get some things off 
base. The shipments went smoothly and your academy career was going well. Then the news of a major
bank heist on Quisset. You tried to get out before anyone could put two and two together. Unfortunately 
at your trial you discovered you had been under investigation for months. (Dishonorable Discharge: 
May not choose military service nodes in the next stage, Prison: add 10 years, Wealthy -2) 

3

A month away from graduation, There was a hostage situation in the cafeteria. One of your friends had 
his left arm around the Dean of Students neck and the pistol in his right hand pressed against the Dean's 
temple. You tried to talk him down but as you reached out for the gun he snapped and shot you in the 
left shoulder. Then the snipers outside shot him in the head. In the medical ward the Commandant of the
Academy thanked you for your help and his condolences for the loss of your friend. (Regret, Ruined 
Limb: Left Arm) 

4 - 7 Your time at the academy was rewarding and fruitful. (Skillful 1) 

8

You were an exemplary cadet. The faculty at the academy put you in accelerated programs and made 
sure your skills were nurtured to their fullest. Unlike the other cadets you actually were given the 
chance to meet and work with high ranking officers and officials in the Federation. (Influence: Military 
2, Choose One: Agility +5 or Intelligence +5) 

9

In some areas of your education you just seemed to have a knack for. You could spend the minimal 
amount of time studying and still make top marks. The faculty took notice and made sure you were 
offered opportunities to keep you interested and active. (Choose One: Talented: Computers, Talented: 
Medical, Talented: Pilot or Talented: Repair) 

10
During your time at the academy you discovered you seemed to excel at the academic subjects and had 
no problem picking up new things. Your instructors picked up your ability and made sure you were 
always challenged. (Intelligence +5, Skillful 2)
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Apprenticeship Random Event Table

Roll
1d10

Result

1

You noticed that if you were careful you could cover inventory shortfalls and no one would notice 
anything was missing. Then with only weeks left in your apprenticeship several detectives and an irate 
look on your master's face greeted you as you began work. The cuffs were cold, the trial was short. 
(Greedy, Influence: Black Market 2, Wealthy -4, Prison: Add 10 years) 

2

Apprenticeships are about long hours and hard work as one learns their craft. Noticing how tired you 
were one day, a fellow apprentice gave you a vial of DarkSide. The vial had five sticks in it. The 
apprentice said for a quick pick me up just put the osmosis barrier end of one of the sticks under the base
of your tongue. The more sticks you use the more bliss you get. Only the first vial was free. 
(Addiction: DarkSide) 

3

You apprenticed for your father. During the end of your apprenticeship you were helping your father 
close up when some darkly dressed kids entered the shop ignoring the closed sign. The lead one shot 
your father in the right shoulder. Enraged you leaped at the one with the gun knocking him to the ground.
When the struggle ended you were laying on the floor badly beaten, you father was alive but barely and 
the thugs made off with you days profits. 
(Lesser Senses: Hearing 2, Ruined Limb: Left Hand) 

4 - 7
Your time as an apprentice went by quickly. 
(Wealthy +1, Choose one:  Charming, Common Sense, or Skillful 1)

8

You apprenticed for your father. During the end of your apprenticeship you were helping your father 
close up when some darkly dressed kids entered the shop ignoring the closed sign. The lead one shot 
your father in the right shoulder. With a skill you never knew you had, you manage to take down and 
apprehend all three of them. You not only completed your apprenticeship successfully but manage to 
take down a gang of kids who were harassing store owners and save you father. 
(Influence: Business Community 2, Wealthy +2) 

9

You noticed that if you were careful you could cover inventory shortfalls and no one would notice 
anything was missing. Eventually some new friends began placing orders with wide profit margins. You 
knew they were working  in the black market but you didn't care. It all came down to your account 
balance. 
(Greedy, Influence: Black Market 2, Wealthy +2) 

10

 During the end of you apprenticeship, you and your Master took a trip from Hell's Gate to Freedom 
Station. Six hours into the trip your transport's wave drive disengaged. The sudden jarring stop seemed 
to have incapacitated the pilot, copilot and your master. It took days to figure out where you were and to 
set a course on your own. Ten days after you were scheduled to dock at Freedom Station you arrived. 
(Skillful 2) 
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ArchX Random Event Table 

Roll
1d10

Result 

1

The sky fell down on you. You were part of an ArchX team on some remote planet examining the ruins of
some long dead civilization. In the underground tunnels that ran beneath the whole city, a series of booms
sounded. With a crushed leg and most of your crew dead you waited in the darkness for days hoping the 
end would come quick. The end never came but a rescue team did. (Health -5, Ruined Limb: Right Leg) 

2

OSX-SS0178D was a well known dig site used as a training site for new ArchX teams. As you luck 
would have it you and your green team were in the relatively unexplored southern polar regions just 
where a group of grave robbers had decided to setup camp. The ensuing conflict was quick. They tied all 
of you up deep in the ruins without food, water or a means of communication. Half of you team perished 
from wounds suffered during the fight with the grave robbers. (Phobia: Claustrophobia, Regret) 

3

There has always been a market for rare antiques. It just so happened that you were in a position to get 
your hands on some of those very rare antiques. At first you just collected them from dig sites and forgot 
to write them down on the inventory list.  Unfortunately your overconfidence was your downfall. The 
trial was swift but the prison time was not. (Prison: add 5 years, Greedy, Influence: Black Market 2) 

4 - 7 Your time at ArchX was fairly uneventful. (Wealthy +2) 

8

You remember it singing to you. After your team uncovered the strange artifact you kept it in your office 
as you went through the cataloging process. At first you thought maybe you had damaged your hearing 
but the doctor said you were fine. Slowly you realized that the soft mewling noise was coming from the 
artifact. It was singing to you. For weeks it sat there signing only for you. Now you have noticed a 
strange increase in your ability to grasp new concepts and that you no longer need the singing to focus. 
(Intelligence +5) 

9

They left you! Alone in the dark, falling cave. You grouped in the dark. Crawling and waiting for the 
darkness to take you. Then you spotted a light up ahead. The light was coming from very old barrels 
leaking some strange glowing, blue fluid. The fluid seemed to be alive. The separate pools began to 
merge and come towards you. As you moved so did the fluid. You remember a cool sensation as you 
watched the fluid covered your hand and then begin to sink into your flesh. You walked out of the 
caverns. It's been months and you still feel stronger; better. (Stamina +1, Strength +5) 

10

On OSX-SS0286B you found a door amidst the ruins in a crumbling wall that seemed to defy the 
elements with its shiny exterior. Intrigued you opened the door and entered the dark room beyond. After 
following a short, dark hallway you came to a room that was glowing softly on the inside. Inside 
silhouetted by glowing data outputs was a strange alien form. It wheezed and gasped and slouched as if 
near death. Before you could say anything the alien turned quickly and its hand was at your throat. 
Waking up in the mobile medical unit and everyone was talking and yelling. You shouted for quiet but the
nurse looked oddly at you and said no one was talking. (Mind +5, Psionicist)
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Civilian Random Event Table

Roll
1d10

Result 

1

You got behind in your bills. Acrued some debt but you could not let your family know. To keep from 
loosing everything you went to a high risk currency lender, loan shark. What you didn't know was that 
this particular woman worked for the Eclipse Syndicate. So now with a debt three times higher than it 
was you are on the run and have lost everything and everyone. 
(Enemy 3, Wealthy -2, Secretive: Large debt owed to the Eclipse Syndicate) 

2

Job to job, place to place, this has been your life. It was just one more trip. Alarms started going off. 
Something was wrong in engineering. With your help disaster was avoided. Later in its gratitude the 
company made sure your hand was reattached. Of course you still had trouble finding work after that. 
(Ruined Limb: Hand, Wealthy -2) 

3
You spent money as it came in. You paid your bills and kept you debt under control if not paid off but 
when ever you had extra currency you spent it at your whim. Now you find that you have no savings and 
after paying off your debts you have very little money to spend. (Wealthy -1) 

4 - 7
Civilian life may not be filled with excitement but at least you can make a living without loosing your 
life. (Wealthy +1) 

8
Dilligence in paying your bills and paying off any debts you accrued helped to bolster you savings. It also
didn't hurt that being good at your meant you recieved several bonuses. (Wealthy +1) 

9

Accounting error? You stared at the statement in disbelief for days. You waited weeks for the error to be 
corrected or for a call or a knock to inform you that there had been a mistake. Months went by and they 
never took the money out of your account. No one came to claim it. THe bank acted as if it was perfectl 
legitimate. To test the situation you withdrew a small percentage of the sum and bought some frivalous 
luxuries. No one demanded you return the money. Finally you gave in, cashed out your account, left our 
job and moved. Now you worry less and spend more. (Wealthy +3) 

10

She was unassuming and easy going and just made your day. You met her on your trip to the Reltoan 
Imperial city or Arquena. Afterwoods you kept in contact through video, voice and text. Then one day a 
ticket for an all expense paid trip back to Arquena showed up. You went and waited but she never showed
instead you recieved a package in her place. Inside you found a debit wafer worth hundreds of thousands 
ad a note that said if you ever needed help to give her a call. (Ally: Republic Senator 2, Wealthy +3)
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Dangerous Job Random Event Table

Roll
1d10

Result

1

Wrong place wrong time. Story of your life. You had just found a nice warm sleep and then the noise 
and light and screaming. After the bodies stopped falling you found a bag full of cash. Thinking your 
luck had changed, you grabbed the bag and ran. Right into the cops. Trial, imprisonment and rumors 
that someone wants to make sure you do not talk.
(Add 5 years, Enemy 4, Wealthy -4) 

2

It was gonna be a sweet find and a sweet take. This real slick suit paid you 100k syntuls up front and 
500k after a blind drop on Hell's Gate. All you had to do was to break into a dark server somewhere in 
the Solar Alliance data sphere. When you were about to nab the data, an alarm went off. The feed back 
in your headset was awful and your brain felt as if it might melt.  
(Intelligence -5, Headaches: Medium) 

3

Usually you kept to your own business. However when you saw a group of thugs terrorizing a woman 
and her two children you couldn't help yourself. You got the attention of the thugs and in the give and 
take of the ensuing brawl the woman and child got away. When you awoke you were assaulted by the 
smell of antiseptic and heard the common noises of a hospital. The woman you saved found the police 
and brought them back to help you. 
(Influence: Fringe Society 1, Lesser Senses: Hearing 2, Ruined Limb: Right Foot) 

4 - 7
Going from place to place and job to job you managed to make some semblance of a life. 
(Wealthy -1)

8

Bags of money do not drop into peoples laps. That just doesn't happen. At least that was what you 
thought. You woke to gun fire, shouts and screams. When it was over, you peaked you head into the 
ruined hall and found the bodies of cops and thugs. It seemed there were no survivors. Laying in the 
middle of the mess were two bags full of currency. The growl in your belly gave you the courage you 
needed. Days later you were parsecs away. 
(Wealthy +1) 

9

 Somehow you found yourself on Hell's Gate Station. After accidentally eavesdropping you knew about
a small slaver group that was operating on station. On your way back to the small room you had rented 
you were jumped from behind. They warned you that they did not tolerate snoops. Call it luck or skill 
but even though three on one were tough odds, you managed to take them all out. 
(Agility +5) 

10

It was a lost debit wafer worth thousands of syntuls. You debated for hours what to do with it.  
Ultimately you decided to turn in the debit wafer. Weeks later there was a knock on the door to your run
down hovel. Standing there was a well dressed woman who asked if you had returned a debit wafer to 
the authorities several weeks ago. Her gratitude came in the form of  an unassigned debit wafer worth 
thousands. 
(Wealthy +5) 
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Eclipse Syndicate Random Event Table

Roll
1d10

Result 

1

No one ever said that working for the Syndicate was easy. But they never said they would just leave you 
to bleed out after an op went bad. The local authorities and the Republic Investigative Service found you 
and nursed you back to health. You decided that your loyalty to the Syndicate ended when they left you to
die. (Health -5, Secretive: New identity, plus the penalty for leaving the Eclipse Syndicate) 

2

The Syndicate enforced loyalty above all else. Well that and making a profit. So when your crew got 
trapped by those damn blue bellies, you made sure they and the merchandise got out but the authorities 
didn't. It cost you an arm. The Syndicate takes care of you and occasionally they have you do some light 
work running errands and info and they allow you to take work outside of the Syndicate. (Missing Arm, 
Secretive: Eclipse Syndicate employee, Wealthy +5) 

3
Luck was never your mistress. You fell into life with the Syndicate and all of the jobs you did for them 
never seemed to go to plan. It really was no big surprise that on this last assignment you were the one to 
get pinched and convicted. (Prison: add 5 years, Wealthy -1) 

4 - 7 Who says crime doesn't pay. (Wealthy +5) 

8
The Syndicate is rarely one's career choice but you managed to work your way up in it's ranks. Loyalty, 
hard work and keeping an eye on the profit margin meant the Syndicate treated you well. (Influence: 
Criminal Element +1, Wealthy +5) 

9
You performed well on your assignments and always upheld the interests of the Syndicate. Of course it 
never hurt to pocket a little extra currency for yourself. The Syndicate wasn't known for its retirement 
policy. (Wealthy +1) 

10
You work for the Syndicate long enough and you find that not all members of law enforcement are 
interested in upholding the law. Some just want to make a little extra money. Some currency here and you
could guarantee any assignment would go smoothly. (Influence: Law Enforcement 1, Wealthy +1)
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OSX Random Event Table

Roll
1d10

Result 

1

There weren't suppose to any LCAL's, Large Carnivorous Animal Life, on this planet. No one expected 
the attacks. They looked like furry lizards and they attacked at night. Your team managed to get a 
message buoy away before one of the attacks grounded your ship. Almost a month went by before rescue 
showed up. (Regret, Ruined Limb: Arm, Strength -5) 

2

The long hours in space just never seemed to stop. You passed your psych eval for OSX but eventually it 
got to you. Soon the walls began to close in and strange noises or voices could be heard when no one was
around. By the time you got back to Terminus Station it took 5 med techs to pry you out of your ship. It 
took six months for you to even begin to act normal. (Phobia: autophobia) 

3

Those damn pirates! 2 weeks after leaving buffer station your wave drive disengaged and you entered a 
pirate armada. They tried to take your ship but due to some fancy piloting you managed to get out of the 
system and re-engage your wave drive. Now 8 weeks later, after having to repair you engines, send off a 
message bouy and wait for rescue, you are recuperating in Buffer Station's Medical facility. (Health -5) 

4 - 7 Life as part was hard but rewarding. (Wealthy +5) 

8
No one ever got rich working for OSX but you did OK and you managed to pick up a few things along 
the way. (Skillful 1, Wealthy +5) 

9
In an odd turn of events, one of the planets you helped to survey turned up to be rich in a very rare 
mineral. After your return from the planet survey OSX authorized Masyna Metals , M2, to give you and 
your team bonuses for you discovery. (Wealthy +1) 

10

You were one of the best that OSX had ever seen. Not only did you learn the skills you needed quickly 
and efficiently but you just seemed to have a knack for certain skills. (Wealthy +1, Choose One: Talented:
Biologist , Talented: Computers , Talented: Drive, Talented: Engineer , Talented: Medical , Talented: 
Physical Scientist, Talented: Pilot or Talented: Repair)
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Religious Random Event Table

Roll
1d10

Result

1

Excommunication: You spoke out against the leader of your sect. You found out information that the she
may not be acting in the best interest of her followers or the people and maybe striving for personal and 
monetary gain. You were kicked out of your order and exiled from your home world. 
(Wealthy -2, Wanted 3) 

2

You were one of the best and brightest in your order and were asked to participate in very rare advance 
training. One day, as you were coming back from the doctor's office where you got your weekly 
treatments, you noticed an odd ringing in the back of your head. In your room you just sat staring at a 
small carved, stone icon on your table. All of a sudden it moved with out you touching it. Then bang! A 
firework display behind you eyes and in your head. A week latter you woke and were informed that the 
treatments had caused a synaptic overload and rupture.
(Headaches: Migraine, Mind -5, Wealthy -2) 

3

Secrets! You found Secrets! While performing a customary data mining routine you accidentally found 
a hidden sector of memory. You are no spiker but from what you could tell the files held details of how 
the Followers manipulate and control the Dominance.
(Wealthy -2, Secretive: Followers of Mer) 

4 - 7
Life in your order was one of quiet contemplation.
(Wealthy -1)

8

Benik Suma took an interest in you and your education early on. She was fair but tough and always 
treated you kindly. When it was time to leave the Sanctuary Benik Suma was no where to be found but 
there was an envelope and note on your bed. Benik Suma had gone a pilgrimage and left you the gift of 
an unassigned debit wafer. 
(Wealthy +5) 

9

 Showing interest in more than the welfare of the citizens of the Republic, you were asked to assist in 
the part of your order that advises politicians and leaders. You performed very well and made many 
contacts.
(You may choose the career Bureaucrat regardless of the prerequisites, Influence: Bureaucracy, Wealthy
+5) 

10

You were one of the best and brightest in your order and were asked to participate in very rare advance 
training. Your were an exceptional student and when the experimental treatments began your body 
accepted them with out any hint of rejection. You have outgrown the tutelage of the Sanctuary.
(Mind +5, Wealthy +5)
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School Random Event Table

Roll
1d10

Result

1

You don't remember when it happened but it happened quickly. StarShine became your constant 
companion. All your money went to buy it and soon all your time went to using it. Eventually your poor
performance caught up to you and you failed out of school.
(Addiction: StarShine, Dropout: decrease all learned skills by 1 and may choose the same Course of 
Study again, Intelligence -5, Wealthy -3) 

2

 The school always seemed to have an abundance of goods lying about. It was just a matter of taking a 
little bit at a time and stockpiling it. You never took from the same store room twice in a row nor the 
same part. When you had enough of one item you would sell it to interested parties.  One of your trusty 
interested parties turned out to be an undercover agent and they decided you had had enough fun.
(Prison: add 5 years, Wealthy -2) 

3

It is an old tradition that during the three week break between the primary and secondary semesters for 
the students to take vacations to popular spots and leave their morals at home. It is not a tradition to so 
drunk that a couple of beauties knock you out, take all of your money, strip you and throw you in the 
cargo hold of a freighter. You woke two systems away in a holding cell trying to explain to the 
authorities how you ended up an unintentional stowaway.
(Educational Complications: add 1 year, Wealthy -3) 

4 - 7
School was just what you needed to get your life in order. You may not have been the best  or brightest 
but you graduated in the top.
(Skillful 1)

8

You started university because that was what you were supposed to do. You didn't really know what you
were going to do there or where you wanted your life to head. By the end of your higher education 
experience you discovered that you had hidden talents.
(Choose one: Talented: Biologist , Talented: Computers , Talented: Drive, Talented: Engineer , Talented:
Fast Talker , Talented: Medical , Talented: Physical Scientist, Talented: Pilot or Talented: Repair) 

9
Looking back on your previous experience with school you realized that learning in a classroom wasn't 
all that hard. Surprisingly it came easier to you then working with your hands did, which you always 
thought was your major strength. In school your knowledge blossomed. (Intelligence +5) 

10

It is an old university tradition that during the three week break between the primary and secondary 
semesters for the students to take vacations to popular vacation spots and leave their morals at home. 
You didn't remember much even after you began to sober up on the flight back to the university. 
According to the stills and video on your recorder you seemed to have a really good time with a trio of 
beauties. Checking your bank you discovered that you apparently were also very lucky.
(Wealthy +1)
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